
SIMPLE BUT BEAUTIFUL, 

A RELAXING LIFE

NONSENIS
NAME
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FASCINATION

The overall colors of the sofas are reserved and elegant. Purplish 

red gives us enthusiasm that affects the entire space.

K146B
1450 x 980 x 720mm
1580 x 2100 x 720mm
1500 x 1180 x 720mm
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

“Outstanding manner and shaping, 

elegant and brilliant colors, superb 

manufacturing techniques, all are best 

expression of comforts.”

K201
1120 x 1050 x 480mm
2630 x 1050 x 480mm
1640 x 1050 x 480mm
1400 x 1050 x 410mm
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3920 x 980 x 690mmK146

NEW

MAGNIFICENT

"Fashion, popularity is its 
most brilliant and brightest 
expression. Style, personality is 
its most unique expression. And 
casualty, comfort is its tender 
and exquisite face."

Magnificent and graceful in the appearance, simple and smooth in the shape,  round and 

extending in the lines. Chosen from delicate and dainty materials, the furniture is precise and 

delicate, graceful and grand in color. It is an artwork, giving you perfect enjoyment at the same 

time.
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K171
2750 x 1400 x 850mm

"It is constructed by smooth 
and powerful point, line 
and surface. The simple and 
magnificent material match 
combines with modern and 
classic element. It stresses on 
fashion and personal taste, 
integrates simple and elegant 
line to form a new style. ”

- 027 - 028



T513
80 x 68 x 78mm
1470 x 700 x 810mm
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DECORATION

UNIQUE SHAPING DESIGNS, NOBLE COLOR 
SELECTION, HIGH-GRADE RAW MATERIALS AND 
EXQUISITE CRAFTSMANSHIP, RESULT IN REALLY 
SUPERIOR AND CLASSICAL WORKS.

Each detail glitters artistic luster, 
Find beauty in function

The shape is concise and untedious, simple and mellow. 
The line is smooth and unplain, soft and stiff. The color is 
pure and unmonotonous, distinctive and calm. 

- 029 - 030



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

K140
1100 x 1100 x 690mm
2000 x 1100 x 690mm
2000 x 1100 x 690mm

“Life and things are interactive, then aesthetic 
concept arrives accordingly. We dedicate to modern 
lifestyle and philosoph.”
FIND BEAUTY IN FUNCTION

The artistic inspiration burst out 

from every place becomes the 

source to lighten the passion of 

life.

- 031 - 032
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K145

2350 x 1030 x 700mm
3150 x 1030 x 700mm

1350 x 1030 x 700mm
1950 x 1030 x 700mm

ARTISTIC
DETAIL

DELICATELY
DESIGN
ELEGANT LIFE

The design that combines both quality and aesthetical sense is most touching. Living in such a space 

filled with pure beauty, we certainly have a closer affection for home.

Simple style goes with no intentionally outlined elegance, no artificial decoration. What added is 

a approachable naturalness and a kind of simplicity. 

- 035 - 036



NA-DY0006 560 x 560 x 640mm

The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

*Visual enjoyment
soothes the soul

Art and practicality bring about the best in each other. It brings 

comfort and enjoyment to you, also is an artistic eye-catching 

and heart-appealing treasury. 

- 037 - 038



RADIATING AMAZING VISION
For a moment, the simple and elegance is in 

the silence 

1

2

SIMPLE AND LUXURIOUS, ART LIFE

SF-021
2800 x 1100 x 670mm
3200 x 1100 x 670mm

Read the mood of each texture

Rigorous style and outstanding manner add unlimited 

fascination and pleasure to modern life. Meticulous creativity 

and craftsmanship, as well as richness of Italian leather, sends 

off unique artistic scent in the living-room, telling the nobility 

and taste of its owner…

This sofa is lovely because of the integration ofthe fascinating 

colors and the excellent craftsmanship. Extremely elastic 

cushion is highly efficient in removing fatigue. The two stylistic 

armrests give this leisure the ultimate performance. 

- 039 - 040
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Outstanding manner and shaping, elegant and brilliant colors, superb 

manufacturing techniques, all are best expression of comforts. 

Let the most updated people be 

unwilling to stay at the casual and 

random pursuits.

NOBLE AND ELEGANT SHAPING

Noble and elegant shaping, soft and marvelous feeling 
make everything comfortable and natural. 

Sofa usually creates a kind of warmth 

and romance in daily life. Set off 

by the light, it further shows the 

fascination of home. 

The orderly and strict uniformity 

of craftsmanship and design makes 

it more worth appreciating in both 

practicality and art.

- 043 - 044

K179

1370 x 1120 x 750mm
2600 x 1120 x 750mm
3150 x 1120 x 750mm
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S T Y L I S T I C  S H A P I N G

The value of perfect product lies on the ingenious originality.

COMFORT

- 045 - 046

K179 1370 x 1120 x 750mm
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

FINE DETAILS ENSURE PERFECT

It collects from nature and surpasses nature, creates what is the most beautiful in 

life. Allow life approach nature, and nature blend with life.

SETTLE DOWN IN THE CHAOTIC CITY, THE 

HEART ASPIRES TO LEISURE AND IMMERSION. 

SEARCH FOR HUNDREDS OF TIMES, POETIC 

LIFE DISPLAYS AT CASUAL MOMENT. THE 

PERFECT COMBINATION OF TRADITIONAL 

CULTURE ESSENCE 

- 049 - 050

K178 1080 x 1080 x 580mm

All places are suitable for collecting moods, 

every detail is suitable for demonstrating moods. 

The mood of living is linked from here to there. 

The unity of function and aesthetics imprints 

the fashion trend on furniture when the furniture 

releases its natural flavor thoroughly. 



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

- 051 - 052

K138A
1370 x 1110 x 580（780）mm
1930 x 1580 x 580（780）mm

ARTISTIC CHARM
It pursues unique traditional design ideas and extraordinary plastic arts, 

integrates simplicity, light luxury and urban fashion elements, and 

highlights the unique temperament of avant-garde products without lack 

of comfort and personality without publicity. It is the first choice for 

successful people who pursue high-quality life.



- 053 - 054

The doctrine of the mean, or the 
fashion, or the noisy, exaggerating, 
showy ways---none of these 
belongs to me. Only elegance is 
my character.

M30=YJA85 810 x 830 x 770（380）mm



K180

1150 x 1050 x 850mm
2270 x 1050 x 850mm
3070 x 1050 x 850mm

*Visual enjoyment 
soothes the soul

- 055 - 056



K93B
2280 x 960 x 700mm
2580 x 960 x 700mm

1080 x 960 x 700mm
1680 x 960 x 700mm
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It is a kind of style that is preserved. It is a kind of passion that is expressed.

· · ·

- 057 - 058



TEXTURE

The tight texture 

flows naturally 

on heart, flows 

naturally and 

smoothly as a 

poetic verse with 

lingering aftertaste. 

Allow life approach 

nature, and nature 

blend with life.

- 059 - 060



K170
1300 x 1110 x 760mm
2200 x 1110 x 760mm
2500 x 1110 x 760mm

- 061 - 062

Using high-quality imported raw materials, according to 

the principle of human efficacy, with unique design and 

exquisite and meticulous processing, we offer elegant, simple, 

luxurious, comfortable high-quality and affordable high-end 

products in line with modern taste.



K185
3000 x 1060 x 720mm
1100 x 1100mm

1500 x 1060 x 720mm
2400 x 1060 x 720mm

*Visual enjoyment 
soothes the soul

- 063 - 064
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K158

A18

K158

3150 x 1050 x 800mm

900 x 950 x 780mm

1050 x 1050 x 800mm

- 067 - 068
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INSPIRATION

NOWADAYS WITH PROFOUND CHANGES IN 
FASHION AND LIFESTYLE OF MODERN PEOPLE, IT 
IS SURPRISING THAT THERE IS A KIND OF LIFE ART 
BEING THE SAME AS BEFORE. 

We should adopt a meditative attitude to face everything, and comprehend the 

inspirational beauty of different styles and meanings. 

EACH DETAIL GLITTERS ARTISTIC LUSTER, 
FIND BEAUTY IN FUNCTION



· B E T T E R  Q U A L I T Y

NOBLE AND ELEGANT SHAPING, SOFT AND MARVELOUS FEELING 

MAKE EVERYTHING COMFORTABLE AND NATURAL. YESTERDAY’S 

INFINITE HONOR, TOMORROW’S BRILLIANCE---TODAY’S CLASSICAL 

FASHION IS DEMONSTRATED IN YOUR LIVING-ROOM.

- 069 - 070

K140



K152
1200 x 1070 x 660mm
2050 x 1070 x 660mm

1400 x 1070 x 660mm
2400 x 1070 x 660mm
2800 x 1070 x 660mm

FURNISHING 
ACCESSORIES

Da sempre ci interroghiamo su cosa sia la realtà, dandoci risposte che mutano nel tempo.Ma oltre a quella tangibile e 

materiale,c’è la realtà dei sogni e dei pensieri.e ci interroghiamo su cosa sia la realtà, dandoci risposte che mutano nel 

tempo.Ma oltre a quella tangibile e materiale,c’è la realtà dei sogni e dei pens

- 071 - 072
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Sofas are noticeable in a modern house like man’s eyes, even the most ordinary household 

will become different because of the beauty of sofas. 

- 073 - 074



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

K151
1300 x 950 x 800mm
2560 x 950 x 800mm

BRILLIANT 
OUTSTANDING

Leather sofa usually creates a kind of warmth and romance in daily life. Set off by the light, 

it further shows the fascination of home.Comprehension of elegant life philosophy.

Outstanding manner and 

shaping, elegant and brilliant 

colors, superb manufacturing 

techniques, all are best expression 

of comforts. 

- 075 - 076



- 078- 077

THE USE OF NEW MATERIALS 
BRAND-NEW DESIGNCONCEPT 

GIVE PEOPLE

B E A U T I F U L  S H A P E

Simple style and clean lines offer you with unlimited possibility of choices, and also let you match other furniture easily. Finely-

detailed designs will bring you endless comforts in future use.

C569
569

1400 x 800 x 340mm
650 x 600 x 440mm

01A
01C

1680 x 780mm       
φ500mm

632 639
φ1000 x 350mm
φ600 x 500mm

φ900 x 380mm
φ600 x 480mm



Read the mood of each texture

PF-36 
30 x 45mm

PF-36 
50 x 30mm

PF-36 
90 x 25mm

With simple and modern design style

WITHOUT LOOSENESS, ENTHUSIASM, RESERVEDNESS 

AND PRETENTIOUSNESS

There is no invariable beauty among the things in the world. In the ever changing world, we should adopt a 

meditative attitude to face everything, and comprehend the inspirational beauty of different styles and meanings. 

*Visual enjoyment 
soothes the soul

- 079 - 080



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

352

335

1500 x 900 x 300mm

500 x 400mm
500 x 350 x 500mm

1200 x 700 x 350mm

500 x 550mm

CJ-61 1000 x 1000 x 320 mm

650 x 350 x 370mm
611 1200 x 1200 x 430mm

- 081 - 082

CJ703A-1 800 x 800 x 350mm 

CJ703B-1 530 x 500mm



338

B-05

900 x 900 x 350mm

600 x 600 x 500mm

1200 x 1000 x 260mm
1200 x 1000 x 260mm

YC-203    100 x 100 x 28mm YC-202  400 x 400 x 50mm

THE USE OF NEW MATERIALS 
BRAND-NEW DESIGNCONCEPT 

GIVE PEOPLE

B E A U T I F U L  S H A P E

When art enters life, you will find a lot of inadvertent beauty in life. Beauty comes from nature and space. The artistic inspiration 

of space in every place has become the source of igniting the passion of life.

- 083 - 084



Lincsedio caine.

Sculpture is a silent art, so is home. A good home is like my ideal friend, achieving each other with ingenuity and creating 

beauty and comfort with aesthetics. There is no need for redundant frames. Simplicity is the constant pursuit.

NATURE
Nova | Sky mirror inspiration

- 085 - 086



Delicate color plates, light blue and pink represent romantic love, deep 

seaweed brings the association of the ocean, and gold and green 

represent the exquisiteness of advocating nature.

PANTONE 7477C PANTONE 2905C PANTONE 5513C PANTONE 7523C PANTONE 7769CPANTONE 7527C PANTONE 482C PANTONE 5305CPANTONE 7543C

Color

ANTASY WORLD

Lincsedio caine.

- 087 - 088
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

I reject commonplace, and dislike vulgar and magnificent decoration. My connotation demonstrates 

my existence. I still adhere to myself when I do not need flaunt, silence or chaotic. You can disregard my 

presence, however, you will never turn me down once you notice me.

EACH DETAIL GLITTERS ARTISTIC LUSTER

NATURAL NEW OPINION

 The shape is concise and untedious, simple and mellow. The line is smooth and unplain, soft and 

stiff. The color is pure and unmonotonous, distinctive and calm. Their elegant and concise 

temperament always makes people neglect other perfect functional characteristic.  

- 091 - 092

BAXTER-2      

BAXTER-1



LE06      1350 x 1350 x 750mm

Concise and elegance

Feel the artistic form of life wsuino

- 093 - 094



338      2200 x 1100 x 760mm

- 095 - 096



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

YG0012-1.2      1200 x 450 x 890mm

AO-01      2000 x 900mm

N O B L E  S H A P E

THE MOVING AND THE 
STILL INCORPORATE THINGS

 OF DIVERSE NATURE

Fine details ensure perfect and brilliant overall effect. 

The new modeling design, noble luster and exquisite 

hardware accessories make the noble decoration of 

the cabinet seamless.

- 097 - 098



- 099 - 100



- 101 - 102

THE DESIGN IS LEAD-EDGE, FREE, PERSONALIZED, 

AND FASHION LEADING.

*Taste, however, 
will last forever.

A569     2000 x 1000 x 760mm

The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture



CY-109  
480 x 540 x 810mm

CY-112    480 x 580 x 820mm

NATURALLY

We live in a entia of contradictory. The busyness and tiredness of the work make us 

search for simplicity and comfort in life. Therefore, we choose the simplicity; choose 

the modern furniture, because furniture is the expression of our mood. This is the 

modern furniture, being created for us.

- 103 - 104

CY038A      

CY061A

530 x 550 x 750mm

580 x 570 x 730mm

ONGOING DIVERSIFICATION 



- 105 - 106

LIFE SO SELF-POSSESSED
OUR CHOICES ARE ALWAYS MOST 

SUITABLE FOR US.

Simplism is to simplify a design to its essence, to stress its inside 

fascination. In this kind of cold-tone sentiment interweaving the modern 

and the future, simplicity causes rationality, order and professional feeling.

CY062   

CY-102   

CY-106   

600 x 550 x 850mm

505 x 510 x 800mm

660 x 630 x 800mm

The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture



From the subtle change of material and line, it displays the technology and artistic aesthetic crystallization.

GRACEFUL

Omnianisin cum inusaecta quostec tatiisto testrum dolupta tassimo 

luptiatia velectae odit offic tore nia corro volo idenditem et as ut 

aditatem harupta quatias pedigendi odionsequi audit labore omnias esed 

mo voluptat aut que ommo est, nonse

The superior aesthetic curve and the flowery 

color leap to the heart.

People who are close to nature savor it with awe, or raise the vigilance 

of nature to philosophical comprehension in rational thinking, or miss 

the warmth and elegance of the past in an atmosphere that tends to 

return to relaxation and joy.

- 107 - 108



Color

PANTONE 466U PANTONE 4485U PANTONE 648C PANTONE 535C PANTONE 209CPANTONE 2747U PANTONE 3145C PANTONE 4625CPANTONE COOL GRAY 5U

COLOR AND BOUNDARY IN NATURE.

This set of color plates reflects the low-key aristocratic atmosphere. Is 

the representative of modern and new luxury.

Deep blue and dark coffee are classic aristocratic colors.

Gray represents modern science and technology.

A series of dark colors have the mystery of art and exotic culture. The 

whole color plate is a fusion of urban classics and exotic cultures. 

And the collision between technology and art.

Lincsedio caine.

- 109 - 110
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- 113 - 114

Staying far away from hullabaloo of the city and hiding 

in a quiet space. With a small lamp, a graceful bed, a 

small green plant, some comfortable and leisurely pop 

music, tasteful arrangement and simple furnishings, the 

graceful space for lady who loves leisure, comforts and 

peace can be found. 

I’M A BED. THOUGH I’M CHARMING IN STYLE, I 

PREFER TO DISTANCE MYSELF FROM THE CHAOTIC. 

I THINK THE QUIET MYSELF WILL BE MORE LOVELY. 

CLASSICAL AND MODERN ARE BOTH MY USUAL 

POSTURE. IF YOU PREFER, I WILL EMBRACE YOU 

GENTLY UNTIL YOU FELL ASLEEP TRANQUILLY AS ME. 

A2040  2620 x 2530 x 1020mm



- 115 - 116



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

- 117 - 118

Magnificent and graceful in the appearance, simple and smooth in the shape,  round and 

extending in the lines. Chosen from delicate and dainty materials, the furniture is precise and 

delicate, graceful and grand in color. It is an artwork, giving you perfect enjoyment at the same 

time.

A2032



- 119 - 120

“Graceful and streamlined shape 

overflows striking beauty, recurring the 

perfect combination of technology and 

aesthetics .”

A2032



- 121 - 122

SIMPLICISM 
The shape of the product is simple, the curve is smooth.

The design is lead-edge, free, personalized, and fashion leading. Art 

and practicality bring about the best in each other. It brings 

comfort and enjoyment to you, also is an artistic eye-catching and 

heart-appealing treasury. 

01D



Soft sofa commonly contains fillers. 

Sofa is classified into sofa and soft 

bed. As the soul of living room, the 

design, material and quality of the 

sofa influence the styl

*Visual enjoyment 
soothes the soul

- 123 - 124



LUXURY IN SIMPLICITY
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The casual and comfortable atmosphere of home is 

slowly brought out. Matched with the soft cloth art 

sofas, it is even more intoxicating, attracting us to 

steal the pleasure of a half-day vacation.

- 125 - 126

A2035   460 x 2120 x 930mm



SENSITIVE 
COLORING

TASTE INDIVIDUALIZED LIFE

The design that has both quality sense and aesthetic sense is most 

moving. Living in such a space filled with pure beauty, we certainly have 

a closer passion for home.

- 127 - 128

cTG001
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

The deeper the colors the more tasteful 

it becomes as time goes by.Experiencing 

fashion makes us comfortable 

and relaxed

To be ordinary is not my attitude. To be 

fashionable is not my idea. Uneasiness 

and exaggeration does not belong to me. 

Richness and nobleness is my character.

- 131 - 132

B-1911 2550 x 2350 x 980mm



PERFECT 
CONCEPT
Pursuing the unique modern design concepts, 

perfect raw materials and craftsmanship, 

harmonious color matching, full demonstrates 

the taste and style.

- 133 - 134

baxter-3

 baxter-4



- 135 - 136

Pursue times’ truth, enjoy romantic life, run 

freely in soul harbor, and show colorful life with 

smile and pleasure, as the interests of life with 

development of time…

BRIGHT, VIVID, HARMONIOUS AND ELEGANT 

COLOR,  S IMPLE ,  FASHIONABLE SHAPE, 

BEAUTIFUL AND SMOOTH LINES, PRECISE AND 

METICULOUS WORKMANSHIP.

THIS IS THE ARTISTIC CREATION, AS WELL AS 

THE ELABORATE WORK FROM INGENIOUS 

ART ISAN’S  INSP IRAT ION.DEMONSTRATE 

EXTRAORDINARY ARTISTIC TASTE AND SUPERB 

QUALITY.



- 137 - 138

Fine details ensure perfect and 

brilliant overall 

effect.Demonstrate extraordinary 

artistic taste and superb quality.

ydc-01



- 139 - 140



- 141 - 142

ENJOY 
NATURE
The pursuit for unique modern design concepts and environment-

friendly materials, for consummate manufacturing technique and 

harmonious color matching, gives the working environment a 

completely different fascination.

A2030    1960 x 2250 x 1200mm



- 143 - 144

Master work of environmental protection furniture, natural, primitive and simple design style as 

well as personalized design concepts, let you enjoy comfort and appreciate the wonderful work 

of international masters.

KNF-C854A 2120 × 2070 × 1150mm



B-1899

B-1913

     2300 x 2380 x 1230mm

2410 x 2120 x 950mm

Liston to the taste of nature

Blend the sleep into nature is what we constantly pursue. Let each stretch of dream embrace the breath of 

nature and every morning active! 

GRAND AND STYLISTIC SHAPING, YOUTHFUL AND SPLENDID COLORS, ULTRA-CLASS CRAFTSMANSHIP, 

ALL ARE BEST EXPRESSION OF COMFORTS. THE USE OF NEW MATERIALS AND BRAND-NEW DESIGN 

CONCEPTS, GIVE YOUNG PEOPLE AND EXTRA SPACE TO ENJOY LIFE.

- 145 - 146



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

CP-305=A2028 2350 x 2000 x 1100mm

BLEND HARMONIOUSLY IN NATURE

“Create perfect sleep, portray poetic life” as design philosophy, strives to provide sleeping 

experience of “Comfort, Health, Naturalness” to people pursuing high quality life. 

B-1893    2200 x 2350 x 1150mm

Staying far away from hullabaloo of the city and hiding 

in a quiet space. With a small lamp, a graceful bed, a 

small green plant, some comfortable and leisurely pop 

music, tasteful arrangement and simple furnishings, the 

graceful space for lady who loves leisure, comforts and 

peace can be found. 

I’M A BED. THOUGH I’M CHARMING IN STYLE, I 

PREFER TO DISTANCE MYSELF FROM THE CHAOTIC. 

I THINK THE QUIET MYSELF WILL BE MORE LOVELY. 

CLASSICAL AND MODERN ARE BOTH MY USUAL 

POSTURE. IF YOU PREFER, I WILL EMBRACE YOU 

GENTLY UNTIL YOU FELL ASLEEP TRANQUILLY AS ME. 

- 147 - 148



 PURSUE DREAMS

PERFECT — 2022

Nature
Minimalism is a new way of life, which is integrated into the design 

thinking, and modifies the space with simple colors, smooth lines 

and concise shapes. Remove all impurities, leaving only a quiet 

space force...



IMPERMANE

- 151 - 152



- 153 - 154

K202



- 155 - 156



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

M21 920 x 850 x 700mmK161
1820 x 1020 x 620(820)mm
1670 x 1020 x 620(820)mm
2220 x 1020 x 620(820)mm

S H A P I N G  D E S I G N S

Simple style and clean lines offer you with unlimited 

possibility of choices, and also let you match other 

furniture easily. Finely-detailed designs will bring you 

endless comforts in future use.

PLAYING WITH THE BEAUTY OF 
STRAIGHT LINES AND CURVES, THE 

LINES ARE BEAUTIFUL

- 157 - 158
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8921
1800 x 940 x 600mm
2090 x 940 x 600mm

1600 x 1200 x 600mm
850 x 400 x 140mm

800 x 940 x 600mm
1500 x 940 x 600mm
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SELECTION

THE CASUAL AND COMFORTABLE ATMOSPHERE OF 
HOME IS SLOWLY BROUGHT OUT. MATCHED WITH THE 
SOFT CLOTH ART SOFAS, ATTRACTING US TO STEAL 
THE PLEASURE OF A HALF-DAY VACATION.

- 161 - 162



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

Design life at home

Art of induction sofa wsuino

The quiet and elegant shape, full of noble and restrained cultural 

atmosphere, excellent workmanship and material selection make the 

whole furniture comfortable and romantic.

- 163 - 164

K143
1020 x 1040 x 720mm
2020 x 1040 x 720mm
1530 x 1040 x 720mm
1000 x 1000mm



K126B
1000 x 1000 x 720(900)mm
2290 x 1000 x 720(900)mm
2180 x 1110 x 720(900)mm

Read the mood of each texture
 ENJOYABLE
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Pursuing the unique modern design concepts, perfect raw materials and craftsmanship, harmonious 

color matching, full demonstrates the taste and style.

- 165 - 166



K150
900 x 1050 x 720mm
1250 x 1050 x 720mm
1520 x 1050 x 720mm
1550 x 1050 x 720mm

BRILLIANCE

- 167 - 168
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K155
1520 x 980 x 700mm
1620 x 980 x 700mm
1620 x 980 x 700mm

Dark colors cannot outshine its brilliance. The simple shape shows 

unmatched beauty through subtle changes. 

Fashion product of elegance is produced 

by bold, creative and environment friendly 

material with simple style. 
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WHAT WE ARE COMMITTED TO IS THE MODERN LIFESTYLE AND CONCEPT, WHICH BRINGS THE AESTHETIC ESSENCE OF 

MINIMALISM. WE HOPE TO CREATE A PERSONALIZED PRODUCT INTEGRATING COMFORT AND BEAUTY FOR YOU THROUGH 

PRODUCTS TO INTEGRATE THE MODERN LIFESTYLE.



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

K141
1790 x 1550 x 720mm 
1950 x 1120 x 580mm

1400 x 940 x 720mm
1800 x 940 x 720mm

LANDSCAPE

Moderate protruding displays charm.

In aspect of shape, NOVA pursues a kind of simple decoration avoiding uselessness. The elaborate 

workmanship embodies simplicity and elegance of high-industrialized product with strong 

personality. Dark colors cannot outshine its brilliance. 
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PUBLICIZE
 SIMPLE

Simple and elegant space does not require complicated decoration. Flexible 

tone and plain geometric shape can be placed at your will. A balance is 

pursued in the sharp contrast. Simple, natural shape magically changes into 

refreshed and elegant taste. 

FIND BEAUTY
IN FUNCTION

- 173 - 174

K192
1080 x 1110 x 670mm 
1060 x 1525 x 670mm 
1130 x 1110 x 670mm 

1020 x 1020 x 360mm
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K192
1080 x 1110 x 670mm
1060 x 1525 x 670mm
1130 x 1110 x 670mm
1020 x 1020 x 360mm

IQUIDIT ACIIS
To estia derchit adipsap erovit, que nes nimusa con rere excerum esequi am eum eum ut asped utam harum 

re eruptatur am quae odi dit prere labo. Nequi de solupta intionet lab intem harunture voluptatur simpore 

hentiat andia doluptist omnis adi optaturia

To estia derchit adipsap erovit, que nes nimusa con rere excerum esequi am eum eum ut asped utam 

harum re eruptatur am quae odi dit prere labo. Nequi de solupta intionet lab intem harunture voluptatur 

simpore hentiat andia doluptist omnis adi optaturia



K92C
1900 x 940 x 730(880)mm
1700 x 1380 x 730(880)mm

Color Matching Masatti+

It satisfies the age’s expectation 

of transforming complexity into 

simplicity, considers the heart’s 

thirst for freshness. It just has 

simple geometrical shape and 

soft but thick line. There is nothing 

redundant to disturb your life. 

Subtraction art creates poetic space 

for you in complicated social life.

The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

Passion of life popples
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

K137 1600 x 860 x 600(700) mm

K137
1960 x 970 x 700（920）mm
1820 x 1020 x 700（920）mm

EXQUISITE
SPACE 

 The multiple combination of embellishment and practicality, adds some 

elegance and leisure to modern household.

The use of new materials and the 

brand-new design concepts give young 

people a space to enjoy life.
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Minotti-01
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Advanced technology and exquisite art blend to create unimaginable 

beauty, which is the devoted expression of life.

Minotti-01
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RHYTHMICAL LINES 
A name witnessing perfect quality and 

craftsmanship, has been famous for 

innovation and dedication for constant 

improvement. 
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture
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When the quality of life is enhanced to a level, you will feel that life’s 

detail should be elegant, full of beauty. The decoration style, which is 

magnificent and implicit, the color and arrangement which is elegant and 

refined, allow the space display the temperament which is elegant and 

exquisite.

2005

1910 x 1100 x 610mm
1900 x 1100 x 610mm
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

O R I G I N A L  Q U A L I T Y

 INSPIRATION TRANSMITS 
FROM THE GRANDNESS, 

TREASURY DEPOSITS IN THE 
NATURE. 

CONCISE AND ELEGANT

 The stiff line and the precise proportional structure give people the balanced beauty. Apart from the 

flashy decoration, it displays the original grain of the wood, presenting a natural beauty which is bold 

and free. 
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K173
1950 x 1080 x 760(860)mm
1950 x 1430 x 760(860)mm
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FASHION
LIES

Extremely elastic cushion is highly efficient in removing fatigue. The two stylistic armrests give this leisure the 

ultimate performance. Take a relaxing book and a glass of fragrant red wine, and let all the feelings of life be labeled as 

“tasteful”. Shape condenses ingenuity, detail accomplishes extraordinary.

K147
2500 x 1050 x 660mm
1800 x 1800 x 660mm



SURPASS TRADITIONAL 
BEAUTY LIFE

The design of high quality furniture full of inspiration and modern sense follow closely with world 

trend. It inherits Italian simplicism of modern fashion.
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

K147
2500 x 1050 x 660mm
1800 x 1380 x 660mm

FASHION
LIES

The design of high quality furniture full of inspiration and modern 

sense follow closely with world trend. It inherits Italian simplicism of 

modern fashion, integrates mediocre beauty of China aesthetic 

philosophy. On the expression of lines, it is simple and clear, catering for 

pursuant of simple, elegant artistic taste of modern people.
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K120

173 x 35 x 40mm
1950 x 1120 x 580mm
45 x 100 x 35mm
1120 x 360mm / 1150 x 870mm / 840 x 840mm

The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

850 x 1120 x 580mm
1950 x 1120 x 580mm
1950 x 1120 x 580mm
1680 x 1120 x 580mm

Put music rthyem into real life, allow heart communicate with art by the adoption of 

sofa shape. Forgetting all worldly trivials, bend on the broad and comfortable sofe.

The representative work of the 

original design, with novel modeling 

and steady color, all conveys a 

delicate mature charm.

Capture the wonderful 

life and show the beauty 

of function.
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K167

K167

2350 x 900 x 680mm

970 x 950 x 680mm

K167 2500 x 1000 x 680mm

ALLOW FEELING BECOME 
ENJOYMENT LIFE

There is no invariable beauty of the thing in the world, In the ever changing world, we should adopt a 

meditative attitude to everything, comprehending the beauty of inspiration of different style.

At home, I select a whole set of 

cloth sofa with sweet sense, make a 

cup of tea, take a poetic book 

to read, enjoy idly the afternoon 

sunshine, enjoy music created by 

my self, happiness thus penetrate…
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RELEASE NATURAL AND 
ORIGINAL BEAUTY

Each corner and each respect of life, is actually already more and more exquisite, not because we are 

more nitpick, but because we know that we should let every moment pass in this way.

The afternoon sunlight lazily shines 

the front of your window, perhaps 

there is kind of tiredness but no will 

to go to sleep, just sit in the big 

sofa and look around. This moment 

you need this atmosphere.



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

M09

DY-202

AC015

760 x 900 x 850mm

685 x 725 x 740mm

Possess a fashion, simple and beautiful space, only by facing the music playing of equipment can we discard worldly fracas outside the 

door, not needing excessive complicated decoration. In the art world each one can appreciate and create.

OUTLINE THE DISTINCTIVE 
PERSONALITY

- 215 - 216

M16 680 x 700 x 720mm

M29 720 x 820 x 800mm



Read the mood of each texture

*Simple but 
extraordinary

YJ-223C            
480 x 480 x 500mm

YJ-223B            
600 x 600 x 450mm

YJ-223A 
900 x 900 x 400mm

With simple and modern design style

ELEGANT SPACE SENSE LIGHTLY FLYING OVER 

AMONG STEADY RESERVENESS.

The extremely simple space and your existence is so harmonious and elegant. Let us bathe in the 

warm atmosphere and taste the ultimate brillance of quality life in leisure.
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360
1000 x 1000 x 350mm

           1200 x 600 x 350mm
           600 x 400 x 650mm

033A       1300 x 1200 x  320mm

605 550 x 400 x 530mm CJ781A ø1000 x 350mmCJ781B ø600 x 500mm

346 1400 x 1000 x 350mm

DISPLAY THE LOW LUXURY FASHION"It can be like an artwork which has the connotation. Quality feeling outstands in 

the space. Appreciating from all angles, you can find in surprise that it is individualized and appealing.."
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Lincsedio caine.

Omnianisin cum inusaecta quostec tatiisto testrum dolupta tassimo luptiatia velectae odit offic tore nia corro volo idenditem 

et as ut aditatem harupta quatias pedigendi odionse

NATURE
Nova | On the horizon, hot 

summer.
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T031-310
3100 x 1200 x 750mm
2800 x 1150 x 750mm
2500 x 1150 x 750mm
2200 x 1000 x 750mm
1800 x 900 x 750mm

TENSION
MEANS BETTER QUALITY

When pieces of works integrating aesthetics, practicality, mechanics and durability are presented in front 

of us, we can't help but brighten our eyes, just because we like its nature.
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396      1500 x 760mm
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AS HIGH-QUALITY FURNITURE

When art enters life, you wil find there are many careless 

beauty in life. Beauty sometimes comes from nature, 

sometimes the trivial difference in the space bring aesthetics 

pleasure to the inhabitant. 
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

YT-201   

519   

 1800 x 900 x 75mm

 900 x 400mm

When art enters life, you wil find there are many careless beauty in life. Beauty sometimes comes from nature, 

sometimes the trivial difference in the space bring aesthetics pleasure to the inhabitant. The art spiritual bursted from 

every place become the source for lightening the passion of life.

FEEL THE ARTISTIC FORM OF LIFE

It is the combination of modern, 
elegance, dignity and grandness. 
Leading the trend with the 
feature of “Fresh, novel, special” 
In consideration of the open 
minded concept of people in new 
century.
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Read the mood of each texture

YA1018E-1     

D839     

1600 x 900 x 770mm

520 x 520 x 880mm

LIFE IS ART IN HERE

Simple but not vulgar lines, just a few strokes, outline a personalized product, and inadvertently become 

the eternity in memory.
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YT-204   

T101     1350 x 750mm

 1350 x 1350 x 770mm

Liston to the taste of nature

SIMPLICITY IS SIMPLY BEAUTY

The complicated lines and the carved decoration of the traditional furniture are like the unnecessary and 

overelaborate formalities, being artificial, deviate from the culture taste and aesthetic orientation. The concise style, 

simplified lines, simplicity is beauty, have become the common norm.

“SIMPLICITY IS SIMPLY THE BEAUTY” IS A CLASSICAL ISSUE OF MODERNISM STYLE. OWNING TO THE 

QUICK TEMPO OF THE MODERN LIFE, URBANITE BEARS UNPRECEDENTED PRESSURE IN MENTALITY AND 

SPIRIT. FIERCE COMPETITION ENGENDERS PEOPLE’S LONGING FOR THE RESTING OASIS AFTER A DAY’S 

DRUDGERY AND TOIL.
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NATURALLY

ONGOING  DIVERSIFICATION 
We live in a entia of contradictory. The busyness and tiredness of the work make us search for simplicity and 

comfort in life. Therefore, we choose the simplicity; choose the modern furniture, because furniture is the 

expression of our mood. This is the modern furniture, being created for us.

D668     460 x 550 x 920mm

CY-125     550 x 580 x 870mm

CY060     590 x 510 x 980mm

CY-108    460 x 490 x 740mm



You need to keep away the complicated world and 

benefit from subtraction art. Simple furniture and 

comfortable design can create a high-class warm 

world for you.

Thinking a million times is just for gorgeousness of meeting.

The new definition of fashion and the depth of design boldly show the simple but special fashionable taste.

PRECISE

The quality inspection of 

Nova factory is done 

manually, and every step is 

paid personal attention to 

ensure that every Nova 

product is unique.

Classical art of square and round, ingenious balance of transparency and opacity, each 

detail of unique design create the spatial sense of art for you.

Craftsmanship spirit sneaking through the time
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture
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CP-307=A2025 2270 x 2050 x 1070mm

Every detail of NOVA bedroom series shows a leisure and freehand life attitude. 

Feel comfortable, experience a comfortable and harmonious atmosphere, and 

move all kinds of feelings of life with the elegance of art.
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NATURAL 
NEW OPINION
Keeping the excellent tradition of Italian furniture making, pursuing unique and modern design concepts as 

well as grand and elegant shaping arts, we blend natural style with fashionable elements and demonstrate 

trend-leading yet comfortable products, which are unique but not exaggerating, and are ideal choices for 

successful people pursuing high-taste life.

FC8029=A255 2250 x 2250 x 1120mm
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Shape condenses ingenuity, detail 
accomplishes extraordinary.

A256 2200 x 2160 x 1090mm
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MEMORY 
IN SPRING
Simple lines and lively design are the consistent design style of modern minimalist bedroom. Adhering to 

the minimalist design concept of "less is more" and eager to return to nature.
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B-1907
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"Can be like art work which 
has the content. Quality feeling 

is outstanding in the space. 
Appreciating in all angles, you 
can find in surprise, that it is 
indiviualized and appealing. 
Starting from the sentiment 

experience of the heart, it is like 
the deep breath of nature.”



DEBIS 
EUM LA

Read the mood of each texture

DISPLAY FASHIONABLE CLASSICS, TASTE CHARACTERISTIC LIFE. THE SPIRITUAL 

EASY TONE ENDOWS FURNITURE WITH NEW LIFE AND CHARACTER.

Lincsedio caine.SIMPLE  
FURNITURE

You hope your bed room to be sweet and romantic, or concise and bright? 

Or take on an atmosphere of serenity and quietness? The exquisite 

bedroom design, harmonious color arrangement.

CP-309=A2021 2210 x 2280 x 990mm
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A2029    2380 x 2100 x 800mm

THE QUICKENING OF LIFE RHYTHM MAKES PEOPLE LONG MORE FOR 

COMFORTABLE AND CONVENIENT LIFE. 

Taste can be appreciated from different angle

Lincsedio caine.TASTE 
DIFFERENT
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CP-312=A2026 2400 x 2370 x 1100mm

Soft sofa comm

· H O L D  A S P I R A T I O N

STROLL IN YOUR FAVORITE BEDROOM, 

GRACEFULLY RETREAT FROM THE 

FATIGUE OF THE DAY, AND ENJOY 

THE NATURAL SMELL OF FURNITURE. 

SIMILARLY, LIFE IS ON THE LEFT.
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The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

B-1908

G3067

2130 x 2000 x 1120mm

1200 x 550 x 1380mm               
1000 x 550 x 1380mm

S W E E T  I M P R E S S I O N

IT ACCOMPLISHES A PIECE OF 
PERFECT FURNITURE ARTISTIC 

TITBIT, ADDING ARTISTIC TOUCH 
TO THE HOME. 

CONDENSED INGENUITY ACCOMPLISHES 
EXTRAORDINARY DETAIL

It pursues a balance in sharp contrast. Simple, natural shape 

changes magically into refreshing life and elegant taste. 
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with unique
Using high-quality imported raw materials, according 

to the principle of human efficacy, with unique design 

and exquisite and meticulous processing, we offer 

elegant, simple, luxurious, comfortable high-quality 

and affordable high-end products in line with modern 

taste.

The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture
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B-1919 2230 x 1930 x 1050mm

CP-308=A2027 2320 x 2020 x 1000mm

B-1885    2250 x 2050 x 940mmB-1889    2170 x 1900 x 1020mm

B-1895    2320 x 2130 x 1120mmB-1906    2300 x 2000 x 1100mm
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Pursuing the ideal realm of life aesthetics and expressing pure taste, straightforward 

but precise design style together with accurate arts and crafts create the unique 

taste of modern style.
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ORIGINAL
When the fresh green color urges people to return, when the ding-dong stream attracts 

people to stop walking, household begins to have reason for coziness. The story of 

mountains and rivers can easily move people.
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Guided by the doctrine of practicality, it completely and rationally utilizes each space without 

losing artistic conciseness. You cannot help exclaiming at the designer’s inspiration originated 

from the universe.Nature and art accompany hand in hand here.

ALLOW HEART FLY FREELY
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The sense of life brought by sunshine and greenness expand the grandeur of the living 

room. Isn’t it a pleasure to touch the cultural elements having traversed 5000 years space 

and time, to sit easily on most comfortable sofa, to enjoy the quietness of afternoon?

K172
980 x 980 x 730mm 
980 x 980 x 730mm

The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

K189
2200 x 1100 x 740mm
1800 x 1100 x 740mm



CHASE 
SUNSHINE
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SF-027
2050 x 1050 x 890mm
2540 x 1050 x 890mm

Design the beauty of life wsuino
Abandon the surface magnificence, refined temperament and deep charm of life. It is the profound understanding 

of the connotation of a piece of thing. Taste a kind of style, breath a kind of special aesthetics. 

K190 2750 x 1050 x 580mm



The luxury being in time Read the mood of each texture

CR-001

CR-002

CR-003
2270 x 2050 x 1070mm

1800 x 2000 x 250mm

1800 x 2000 x 250mm
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Bedroom maybe is the most personalized space in the whole house. You can 

design according to your own idea without considering opinions of others. At 

the same time, bedroom is a space totally belonging to yourself.

DISPLAY THE WONDER OF NATURE
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CR-011CR-009

CR-012CR-010

1800 x 2000 x 250mm1800 x 2000 x 250mm

1800 x 2000 x 250mm

CR-007
1800 x 2000 x 250mm

CR-004
1800 x 2000 x 220mm
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